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Prestan Professional Adult Jaw Thrust - CPR-
AED Training Manikin with Jaw Thrust and

CPR Monitor - 4-Pack
Order code: 4115.PPJTM400MMS

Cena bez DPH 1.029,00 Eur
Price with VAT 1.245,09 Eur

Parameters

Construction Adult torso

Quantitative unit ks

The PRESTAN Professional Jaw Thrust Head gives instructors the option to teach with the jaw thrust maneuver or head-tilt/chin-lift allowing
the student to grasp the manikin's lower jaw and lift with both hands displacing the jaw of the manikin forward and upward. The jaw thrust
maneuver is the safest approach to opening the airway of a victim who has a possible head, neck or spinal injury because it can be
accomplished by minimizing neck movement.

Jaw Thrust Heads may be purchased separately and easily fit onto the torso of the original PRESTAN Professional Adult Manikin.

Fully compliant with current industry guidelines, including the most recent AHA Integrated Feedback Directive.

Available in medium or dark skin tones, with or without CPR Feedback and in Single or 4-Pack configurations.



Additional Details:
All PRESTAN Professional Manikins are available with a revolutionary CPR Rate Monitor that allows for instant feedback to both instructors
and students. The visual feedback from the CPR Rate Monitor gives students a real life feel of delivering 100-120 compressions per minute.
Lights continually signal rate progression, confirming compressions are within the 100- 120 cpm range recommended by the Industry
Guidelines. The yellow light will blink if the 120 cpm upper limit is exceeded, warning students to slow down. Instructors can monitor several
students quickly and easily.

In addition to the visual CPR Rate Monitor, students will also hear a clicker sound as the chest is pushed to the appropriate depth of 2.0 -2.4
inches allowing them to experience the true force needed to deliver real life chest compressions.

The CPR Rate Monitor may be purchased separately to upgrade any non-monitored PRESTAN Professional Manikin.

 
Includes:

4 Manikin
4 CPR monitor (with two AA batteries)
50 Lung Bags
Instruction Sheet
1 American Red Cross-Branded nylon carrying case for all manikins


